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1 Introduction 
The theory of wave propagation in random medium has been greatly developed in the past three 

decade&(I][Z) . It has been widely used in scientific research field ,such as :atmospheric optics ,radio wave pro

pagation. oceanic soundinS and 50 forth. It also provided the theoretical basis for the selection of the manner 

of remote sensing and communication as well as data processsing. 

However. the theory is far from perfect. There is disf4IlCe to explain all experimental phenomena com

pletely. As pointed out by slrohbehnC' ) that II there doer;: nOl: exist any rigorouly derived theory that ad&

quately explain all the experimental data". At least. we tllink that there are following problems for wave pro

pagation in turbulence need to be studied further I (1) The dependence of wave stathtics on the duration of 

ob&ervation. Although Fante(~ ot a.I has defined "short-term beam 5pJ'ead"and Wleng-term beam spread" 

and try to explain it,the relation between time scaJe of wave beam and medium ,and the beam spread for 

strong fluctuation at any time period have not been given. (2) The physicaJ mechanism for the suturation of 

scintillation index is not clear even though the forth moment of wave tiek! has been solved atUJytic.a.lly and 

numerically. (3)The probability distribution of wave intensity at intermediate fluctuation deviates from log 

-normal distribution or Rice-Na.b.gam.i distribution. 

As we know. until present time the 5tAtistical theory of wave propagation in turbulence is established 

on the basis of supposing the medium to be homogeneous or local homogeneous in space and stationary In 

time statistically. The moments of wave fieki arc obtained thcruetically by solving random wave equation 

under various aplX'oximations. The explanation to experiment is ahIo based on the ergodicity hypathesis, 

which the timporal average is used to repre5Cnt the ensemble average. The ersodicity hypothesis, however, 

requirs that the random process Is statiooaty and the duration of obQervation Is long enough so that the 

number of u.iependent event is large, which is difficult to be satisfied for rarxlom wave propagation. 

In order to explain the dependence of wave stAtistiCii on the duration 01 observation ,we propose the 

muiti-&Cale model for turbulence and think that only a portion scale of the inhomogeneity is romdom in the 

measurement period ,which contribute to the wave fluctuation. By using the multi-exponential model, the 

beam slX'ead for wave propagation in turbulent medium Is calculated for variaus parameters of time and 

space I which shows that the beam spread strongJy depends on the duration of observation and average scaJe 

of inhomogeneity. 
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2. Multi -scale Model of Turbuleuce 
The description of turbuleuee is basis of the study of wave propagation in turbulent medium. The statis

tical property of turbulence is generally described by SpMtraJ density. The eXJxment. power. Gaussian and 

Kolmogorov spectrum are widely used. The natural process in atmo&phere. nowever. is time space correlate 

and not stationary in limited duratioon of observation. So the specO'um description is not so-iet and need to 

be improved. The tra¢ta1 concept has. been adopted to study the problem by B. J. west[S}. 

It can be imagined that there are various different scale inhomogeneity in the turbulent medium. Their 

characteristic scales are l; and the correlation functions of the fluctua tion of dielectric constant for two point 

are B (r. l;) • respeetively. The JXlrtion of one scale l; is P (l,) which can be understood as the distribution 

densety of seale. So the correlation function of dielectric contant is sum of that for all scales. i. e. 
~ 

B.(;) =< tl(;)tl' (;) >= L:B.(;.l~),(lj) (1) ,-, 
which can be written in int.eg.ral 

(2) 

since the variations of tucbulenec for time and space are correlated. The characteristic scale can be function 

of time l(t). So the eq (2) can be changed into integral of time 

H.(;) = J~B.(;,t)1(t)dt (3) 

Actually, the period of measurament is limited. U the duration of observation is T ,the movement velocity of 

inhomogeneity is V. The large inhomogeneity 0> > VT)Change not too much and is almost determination 

in such period,which action to wave propagation is mainly refraction. the small inhemogen'eity O«VT ) 

change rapidly and is random, which scatter the wave, They cause the random functuation of wave field 

and singAI SCintillation. The main contributions to the statistics of wave feuctuation come from the multi

scattering by the part of inhomageneities which scale is small O<r.,. .Lr -VT). Considering eqs. (2) and 

(3). we obtain the correlation function of dielectric constant in the period T. 

. J". B.(r,T) = 0 B.(r,l)p(l)dl (4) 

thus I the correlation function of turbulent medium depends on the duration of observation and the selection 

of the distribution density of scale pel) as well as the cottelation function for sinle scale inhomoggeneity. 

The analytical solutions for the moments of wave field are generally obtained under apprOldmation of 

Markov process of the correlation function of medium in the direction of propagation. It is assumed here 

thAt the cottelation function in limited period is also delta function in longitudial direction 

B.(;,T) = A,(p,T)6"(z - Zl) (5) 

where A.(p,T)is the transverse correlation function of the dieletric constant ,which can be obtained by in

tegral of three dimension correlation function in longituda! direction. From eq (4) ,The transvers correlation 

function is obtained 

A.(p,T) = J>4.(P,l),(l)dl (6) 

where A(p,O means the transverse correlation function for single scale inhomogeneity. 
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3. Beam Spread 
When the scale of inhomogeneity is much larger than the wavelength, the time change of the medium is 

much slower than the frequency of carTier wave. The parabalic approximation of wave equation is tcnable 

and the complex amplitude of random wave field Slticfies the equation 

2i.t : + VI" + ,t:'l_ '"'" 0 (1) 

where l is the propagation constant . t\ is the random fluctuation of dielectric COOlant. 

The solution of eq (8) has been widely studied. The satistical moments have been obtained analytically 

and numerally. For incident wave beam. propagate through the random medium with distance z the average 

intensityof wave beam is [I J 

(8) 

This result is extended to the problem of wave beam propagation in multi -scaJe and non-slationary 

turbulence. I, c. the eq (S)is tenable formally, the stucture function and average intensity are functions of 

the duration T. For isotropic turbulence, the eq. (8) can be re-written is 

(9) 

The structure function H (K. T)depends an the transverse correlation function A. (K . T ) in limited period. 

Suppose that both the tran&verse correlation function tor single scale and the distribution density of 

scale l are exponenntiaJ. By substituting them into eq. (6), we obtain 

A.(p,T) - O'lf~Pu,(- al- plOel (10) 

where the parameter aZ is the fluctuation variance, a is proportionaJ to the inverse of average scale. and the 

stucNre function 

H(K,T) = - [Ze~,( - al)[z - -0 - e~,(- -» JII£ - ,t2u2fLr .tl Kz 
4 a K U 

(11) 

The average intensity of wave beam in the duration of observation is obtained from the substitution of 

eq. (11) into eq. (9). SUppc:wie that incident optical beam with wavelength 6328 A and wo-O. 05 meter. the 

parameten: of turbulence are aZ = 1 0-14 ,a= 1 , The nomuilized average intensity is given in Fig. 1, which is 

obtained from the numerical integral of eq (9). It can be seen that the shorter the duration' of observation, 

the less the beam spread. Tne beam sjX'ead for large value of T is significant. 

The dependence of beam spread on the duration of observation can be seen further in Fis. 2, in wWcn 

the parameters used are same as in Fis. 1 except lor a. The lett ordinate is the centre averager intensity ot 

wave beam ,right otidinate is the beam widtn oorrespounding to the relative intensity ~ ~~g:~~ ~ - O. 

707. It shows that tne centre intensity decrease and the width of wave beam increase u the duration increas

es. This is because the refraction 01 wave by large Inhomogeneity appear in beam spread only in long peri

od. The beam spread also depends on the parameter a. For a=-O. 5 the wave beam change not too much 

until the duration of O. 1 see. But for a- 5 the beam spread has smaller time sca.le. The reason of this is that 

large value of A means the average 5Ca.le small, which is of short characteristic time. The time for wave beam 

changing: sharply at order of O. 1 sec agrees with the experiment resul t. The flat of the curve At left may be 
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in correspondence with the "short-term beam spread"and that At right may be in correspondence with the 

"long-term beam spread", 

4. Conclusion and Discussion 
The beam spread obtAined from multi-5Ql.\o model of turbulence and statistical theory of wave propa

gation is of sttOlli dependence aD the duration of obiervation . The characteristic time of wave beam depends 

on the selectkm of correlation function fot sln&1e IIC&le inhomogeneity and the disttibution density of scale. 

nus make it possible that the spread phenomenon of wave beam propagation in turbulent medium is ex

plained theoretically. The statistics of other wave parameters (such as pulse di5tordon. time delay, Scintilla

tion ot al )in limited period can be studied in same way. 

It m~t be pointed out that although the non - stationarine&i of turbulent medium and wave beam have 

been involved in litis paper . the cl4a;ica1 result of solution al50 be adopted. In fac t. this is a extension of for

mer statistical theaty 8$ • try. The more striCt and complete method need 10 be studied further. 
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